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Importance of Play into the Curriculum

Teaching through play has always been close to my heart as I believe; play is a
gateway and the foundation of learning. Through play, children learn all the critical
skills that are needed to succeed and be engaged in the world. Learning, as we are all
aware is different for every child because each one learns at his/her own pace, learning
in his/her own style, and guided by his/her own intelligence. Through self-directed play,
children make choices and decisions, confront uncertainty, overcome fears, and learn
to work together as a team. Especially in recent times, 'Play' plays an important role to
develop skills that are required in the present world. It is also observed that when
teaching children, Teachers need to think out-of-the-box to keep learning engaging
and fun.
We as Educators must focus on developing the 4 important C's – Critical Thinking,
Communication, Creativity and Collaboration. The need of the hour is to
hone these soft-skills that will ensure that a child will be best prepared to
engage in the futuristic workplace while having successful and
meaningful relationships in life.
In schools, we rarely set out to learn by playing. Instead of dismissing it
as 'just fun', one must understand that play is a very important activity
that children use in order to learn about and interact with the world, to
develop their mental, physical and social skills which are required to succeed in
their adult lives. Children learn concepts best through play and the power of play is seen
when children master the concepts through fun, rather than learning in a mundane
theory class.
At VIBGYOR, we place emphasis on teaching concepts in a stress-free environment
through play, where each concept is taught keeping the child's pace and interest in
mind. Through play and integrated learning, we realise that we can put children on a
discovery path to lifelong learning, innovation and creativity. One of the major
distinctive facts which set VIBGYOR Group of Schools apart is the integration of SPA
(Sports & the Performing Arts) curriculum with in-classroom learning. The exposure that is
given to the child through various SPA activities further facilitates the development of
kinesthetic and spatial skills. Our aim is to provide a rich environment for our young
learners and to develop their natural curiosity and creativity. The activity-based
curriculum of VIBGYOR focusses on offering children unique opportunities for playfulness
– to explore, engage and connect with the world we live in.
As Vince Gowmon pertinently reminds us that, 'Play is the language of children. Have
you spoken it to them lately?. As Educators, it is our duty to constantly remind
ourselves this and ensure that play is always protected and an integral part of
children's learning.
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WHAT
HAPPENED
@ LIFE IN
NOVEMBER
2018?
#PlayinNature Stories

In the month of November, or the international month of play, a
whole network of organisations gathered together to host the
#PlayInNature challenge
For 30 days, 400 of us participated in doing one new nature challenge
every day. We had teachers, parents, individual children and a
whole gang of nature enthusiasts. These were some awesome fun,
interesting things to do, such as following an ant around or tracking
some beautiful smells. We are looking forward to compiling a more
complete survey on the impact of the project.
Here is a quote from one of our participants to inspire you to get
outdoors today.
"We found seven colours on the mostly purple leaf....running around
searching with the apartment kids was fun!
My son climbed a guava tree up to double his height.... he was so so
proud of himself.... I was helping him climb....So no picture... Now my
turn to climb up... "
For more stories: visit www.growinginnature.com/playinnature

READ A
BOOK THIS
DECEMBER!!
Are you a parent or an educator who is struggling in helping your
child/children with Math and Science?
Jayanti Tambe is a Professor of Early Child Education at De Anza College. She is
experienced in both public and private classroom settings, both nationally
and internationally with demonstrated abilities to adapt teaching methods
and materials to students’ individual learning styles and cultural differences.
Her Book, The Art of Math and Science guides teachers to introduce
masterpiece art to young children, so they can tell you about "paints with
hidden oats" and ask questions like, "When painting the Sistine Chapel, do you
think Michelangelo had many headaches?
This book helps parents and educators look at the subject through the prism of
mathematical and scientic experiences. This book acts as a guide to help
integrate the subject matters of math, art, social studies, culture, and science.
Readers will embark on a journey, exploring nineteen artists (or art forms) from
around the world. Each artist's work is looked at through the spectrum of math
and science so that art is elevated from being "merely art" and integrated with
math, science, history, geography and language.
This Christmas gift this book to a fellow educator or a parent.

Click on the link above to buy from Amazon.in
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Teachers
Delight

An interactive workshop for
Teachers and Educators on
managing Personal Finance
in association with
PAY IT FORWARD

“

What is one of the
most crucial life skills
that is not taught
in schools & colleges
and has neither been
a part of the dinner table
conversation at home?

PERSONAL FINANCE

Education is the most powerful weapon
you can use to change the world.
- Nelson Mandela

”

This quote resonates with each one of us in the eld of education, and even parents. We all require so many
life skills. While our family teaches us values, love, respect, attitudes, etc our education system teaches us
various subjects that prepare us to choose a career. In the process we also learn team work, leadership,
tolerance and many more skills. And we all set out to change the world!
As life's journey begins with all our energies thrown into studying and aiming for that ideal job or that passion
we want to follow. In this whole process we forget one crucial life skill - PERSONAL FINANCE.
As we go along, we realise we don't have enough money, or we have mismanaged whatever we had and
then suddenly nd ourselves short of money, expenses shoot up, we have EMIs and credit card bills to pay off,
growing family needs for education, marriage, health care, retirement or some unforeseen emergencies!
We suddenly feel totally stressed out and hastily make haphazard nancial decisions. These decisions are
usually based on trying to save tax, buying into a misled insurance or mutual fund, unstructured planning not
keeping one's goals in mind and many more wrong reasons.
PAY IT FORWARD – Helps People understand that personal nance needs just a little bit of understanding, little
bit of discipline and a little bit of time to make a world of difference not only to themselves but to their spouse,
children and friends!

Do you want to know how to manage your Personal Finance??
Here’s a chance for you to grab this opportunity!!
LIFE in association with PAY IT FORWARD is
conducting a workshop that would help you in managing.
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For more details –
Write to us @ connect@thelifeindia.com
or Call us @ +91-9945009177
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